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LEADING
digital environmental
transformation

ACHIEVING
profitable eco goals by utilising digital
communications tech

VISUALISING
innovative resolution for our clients
and target audience

MASTERING
project management in delivering
quality, competent expertise.
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Vision and
Missions

ANewR, a leading environmental and digital
consultancy in Hong Kong, is providing
innovative, responsive and reliable professional
services.
since
2008.

Who are
we?

ANewR Consulting Limited has
been venturing into environmental
areas since 2008. Instituted by a
team of seasoned environmental
experts, acoustical specialists, and
electronic engineers, we are
proficient in rendering one-stop
environmental and digital services
to public and private sectors across
Asia and Europe.
Headquartered in Hong Kong,
ANewR has experiences in serving
multi-national corporations and
governments, by providing clients
with our unique smart solutions.
2

ANewR has specialised in a number of niche
areas where professional environmental services
are provided.
ANewR capitalises on the unique
digital environmental solutions for
over the 10-year practice. Our
expertise has grown into the
context of air and water qualities,
noise, green building, waste
management, and remediation.
With the extensive know-how in
environmental planning and
assessment, feasibility study and
policy review, ecological design,
monitoring, and audit (EM&A),
ANewR has matured to be a
leading management consultancy.

3

What are
we?

ANewR drastically enables transformation from
data to visualisation.
*

Our Smart
Offerings

Virtual Reality

* Smart Environmental
Monitoring
*

Smart Enforcement

* Smart City Blueprint
*

Cave Automatic
Virtual Environment

* Smart Environmental
Assessment System

4

3D Electronic
Visualisations

Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge

3D ElA

Hong Kong’s North East New
Territories New Development
Areas Planning

3D Fly-through
Videos
Hong Kong’s West Kowloon
Reclamation

3D Noise Map

Environmental Protection Bureau,
DSPA, Macao
and many more on projects completed

5

Our Uniqueness Embracing digital into
environment

Our track
records

The age of digitalisation
ANewR enables incorporating essential know-how in digital solutions. We
developed award-winning software solutions for environmental assurance
and rewarded with a Certificate of Merit in the Best Green ICT Award
under the annual Hong Kong ICT Awards scheme in 2012. With a strong
belief in digital communication technology, we adapt our solutions in
transportation, power, education, and government sectors to empower
our clients to achieve relevant eco goals more cost-effectively.
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Our comprehensive solutions
System solutions
Automated Environmental Monitoring
System (AEMS)
Tree Management System (TMS)
Knowledge Management System
(KMS)
Environmental Assurance System
(EAS)
Content Management System (CMS)
Visual Monitoring System (VMS)
Weather Monitoring System (WMS)

Digital solutions
3D EIA
3D Electronic Visualisation &
Interaction
3D Noise Mapping
Online Questionnaire System
Mobile Apps & Games (iOS /
Android / Windows)

Service solutions
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BEAM Plus Consultant
IEC Independent Environmental Checker
Aircraft Noise AEDT Consultant
Acoustic, Noise & Vibration Consultant
Noise Consultant to support Noise Permit and
Emission Label applications
ESG Consultant and GRI Consultant
Environmental Design
QPME Label: Apply New and Renew Existing
Multi-Channel Acoustic System
Managed Service
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Showcase Project
Digital 3D model, photomontages and interactive
virtual 3D model, project website

TITLE
North East New Territories (NENT)
New Development Areas
Project Owner: CEDD
Client: ARUP
Location: Hong Kong, Kwu Tung North, Fanling
North and Ping Che/Ta Kwu Ling
Year: 2013

BACKGROUND
HKSAR's urban development project to cater to the
housing problem comprised associated
infrastructure such as road works in NENT area.

VALUES ANEWR CREATE
1.
2.

3.

9

To utilise the fundamental knowledge of planning and engineering in built environment
into digital tools;
Be responsible for delivering the 3D visualisation skill and associated GIS application
and Geospatial products knowledge to create the 3D models to facilitate the planning
and engineering study;
To provide website development skills with 3D visualisation function for the project
owner to engage the public.

Showcase Project
Virtual Reality

TITLE
Development of Lok Ma Chau Loop
Project Owner: CEDD
Client: ARUP
Location: Hong Kong, flatland surrounded by the
re-aligned SZ River and the Old SZ River Meander
Year: 2015

BACKGROUND
The development project capitalised on the
strategic location of LMC Loop to attract
knowledge, technology and creativity talents under
the principles of low-carbon economy.

VALUES ANEWR CREATE
1.
2.

To utilise the fundamental knowledge of planning and engineering in built environment
into digital tools;
Be responsible for delivering the virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) skill and
associated GIS application and Geospatial products knowledge to reflect the results
derived from the planning and engineering study.
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Showcase Project
3D Animation, Fly-through video, Drive-through
video, Walk-through video

TITLE
Proposed Road Improvement Works in West
Kowloon Reclamation Development
Project Owner: HYD
Client: MOTT MACDONALD
Location: Hong Kong, the Junction of Canton Road/
Ferry Street/ Jordan Road
Year: 2011

BACKGROUND
The stated roadwork was to improve the present
road infrastructure to support numerous
forthcoming developments in the area.

VALUES ANEWR CREATE
1.
2.
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To utilise the fundamental knowledge of transport and environmental impact
assessment in built environment into digital tools;
To create the 3D animation video with associated Geospatial products knowledge to
present the views of fly-through, drive-through, and walk-through to illustrate the
scene of the proposed roadwork and its potential impacts.

Showcase Project
Virtual Reality, Noise mapping

TITLE
Development of VR Noise Reduction Device
Project Owner: EPD
Client: EPD
Location: Hong Kong
Year: 2020

BACKGROUND
EPD of HKSAR provides staff training about noise
issues to facilitate the “zero-noise” building design.

VALUES ANEWR CREATE
1.
2.

To utilise the fundamental knowledge of noise and acoustic products in the built environment into
digital tools;
To create the virtual reality experience with associated acoustic product knowledge to present the
noise level to the viewers to effortlessly understand the noise impact interior in an apartment.
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Showcase Project
Environmental monitoring system, station and
service, aviation noise measurement

TITLE
Remote Aviation Noise Monitoring for Civil
Aviation Authority, Macau
Project Owner: Civil Aviation Authority, Macau
Client: Civil Aviation Authority, Macau
Location: Macau
Year: 2016

BACKGROUND
Regiao Administrativa Especial De Macau has
determined to reduce the noise impact around the
airport area to carry out a scientific approach to
governance. They engage environmental consultancy
to conduct noise monitoring to assess the effect.

VALUES ANEWR CREATE
1.

To set up the24-hour noise monitoring system and stations, operation, management and reporting and
recommendation for three years, to identify the noise impact to the surrounding areas;

2.

Compliance to the international standards;

3.

Quickly respond to the incident - the one percent of the loss of connection to the monitoring stations. ANMS
automatically connects to the fixed aviation noise monitoring station and generally operates after a few hours, or
resume regular operation after ANewR reaching to restart the sound level meter within a short period. There were
no severe failures or significant repairs. The recovery shows that the ANewR responds quickly to loss.
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Showcase Project
Noise, vibration, dust, automation, monitoring
system and management platform

TITLE
Digital monitoring works for the expansion of Grantham
Hospital (GH)
Project Owner: Hospital Authority
Client: Build King Constructions Limited
Location: Hong Kong
Year: 2020

BACKGROUND
GH is facing the growing demand for comprehensive
ambulatory care because of the ever-increasing elderly
population. The original area layout (the lack of building
linkages) hinders the smooth delivery of patient services
between blocks. HA plans to redevelop GH in phases. The
GH will remain functional during the works, and any
disruption of services, if unavoidable, will be kept to a

VALUES ANEWR CREATES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Able to provide a dynamic solution to the plan while strictly compliance with the
relevant regulations, legislation, code of conduct, practices, and guidance notes;
Attentive to events out of a normal situation;
Showing integrity during all project stages, including baseline monitoring;
On-time delivery and respect the approval procedure;
On-hand experience in data management, extensive knowledge gained from the Kwai
Chung Hospital project, and United Hospital project.
14
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Data Visualisation/
Digital Reporting
Projects
Project Details
1 3D Electronic
Visualisations
for Hong Kong –
Zhuhai – Macao
Bridge, Hong
Kong Boundary
Crossing
Facilities
ARUP for HyD

Project Descriptions
●

Provision of 3D electronic
visualisations of the major
findings and elements of the
EIA report for the “Hong KongZhuhai-Macao Bridge, Hong
Kong Boundary Crossing
Facilities” project.

Relevant Features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

2 3D EIA and
Website for
North East New
Territories New
Development
Areas Planning
and Engineering
Study –
Investigation
(CE 61/2007)
ARUP for CEDD

●

●

Provision of digital 3D model,
photomontages and interactive
virtual 3D models for the North
East New Territories Areas
Planning & Engineering Study.
Provision of project website to
let the public to view the 3D
visualisations on the major
findings and elements of EIA
report.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

3D
Transport
Smart city
GIS application
Web application
Geospatial products
Infrastructure
EIA-related
Built Environment
Environmental
3D
Planning
Engineering
GIS application
Web application
Geospatial products
Infrastructure
Built Environment
Environmental

16

Data Visualisation/
Digital Reporting
Projects
Project Details
3 Provision of
Services for 3D
EIA Website
Preparation Planning and
Engineering
Study on
Development of
Lok Ma Chau
Loop –
Investigation
(CE53/2008(CE)
)
ARUP for CEDD
4 Provision of
Services for 3D
EIA Website
Preparation Comprehensive
Development
and Wetland
Protection Near
Yau Mei San
Tsuen
Environ Hong
Kong Ltd
17

Project Descriptions
●

To construct the VRML
populated with the landscape
and visual impact assessment
results on Development of Lok
Ma Chau Loop.

Relevant Features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

To construct the VRML
populated with the landscape
and visual impact assessment
results on Comprehensive
Development and Wetland
Protection Near Yau Mei San
Tsuen.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

3D
Planning
Engineering
GIS application
Web application
Geospatial products
Infrastructure
Built Environment
Environmental

3D
GIS application
Web application
Geospatial products
Smart city
Infrastructure
EIA-related
Built Environment
Environmental
User interface
development

Data Visualisation/
Digital Reporting
Projects
Project Details
5 3D EIA for
Conservation
and
Revitalisation of
the Central
Police Station
Compound
ERM for Hong
Kong Jockey Club

6 Proposed Road
Improvement
Works in West
Kowloon
Reclamation –
Feasibility Study
- 3D Fly-through
Videos
Mott MacDonald
Hong Kong
Limited

Project Descriptions
●

To construct the VRML
populated with the landscape
and visual impact assessment
results on revitalisation of the
Central Police Station
Compound.

Relevant Features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

To provide 3D Animations
Video animation presentation
(Fly-Through, Drive-Through
and Walk-Through) on
Proposed Road Improvement
Works in West Kowloon.

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

3D
GIS application
Web application
Geospatial products
Smart city
Infrastructure
EIA-related
Built Environment
Environmental

3D
Transport
Smart city
GIS application
Web application
Geospatial products
Infrastructure
EIA-related
Built Environment
Environmental.
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Data Visualisation/
Digital Reporting
Projects
Project Details
7 Conversion of
VRML Models to
3D-PDF Format
and Setup of a
3D-PDF
Conversion
Device
EPD

Project Descriptions
●

●

8 Development of
3D Digital
Viewer
Programme and
Video
Preparation for
Water Quality
Improvement of
Tsuen Wan
Beaches
EPD
19

●

To convert 6 existing VRML
models to 3D-PDF format
(including any intermediate
formats), namely:
Tai Po Tai Wo Road
Tseung Kwan O Road
Sha Tin Road
Che Kung Miu Road
Tai Chung Kiu Road
Pui Ching Road
To provide and set up the 3DPDF Conversion Device,
including necessary hardware
and software
To provide eye-catching video
output to tell a story and show
changes in Tsuen Wan beaches
before and after the water
quality improvement. Video
and animations are
incorporated into the
computer 3D viewer
programme so as to make the
products more user-friendly
and attractive.

Relevant Features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

3D
Transport
Smart city
GIS application
Web application
Geospatial products
Infrastructure
Built Environment
Environmental

3D
Smart city
GIS application
Geospatial products
Built Environment
Environmental

Data Visualisation/
Digital Reporting
Projects
Project Details
9

Provision of 3D
VRML Serving
Platform and
Updating
Services
EPD

Project Descriptions
●

To provide VRML server as
serving platform for
dissemination of up to 20
numbers of VRML via Internet
for 18 months.

Relevant Features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

10

049/
CON/DSPA/
2013

●

●

●

Establishment of GIS database
of noise sources and
population data and
information
Integration of GIS database
with noise simulation model
to evaluate noise levels
Build up of 2D and 3D Noise
Maps using GIS platform

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

3D
Smart city
GIS application
Web application
Geospatial products
Infrastructure
Environmental

3D
Smart city
GIS application
Web application
System integration
Information security
System infrastructure
System analysis
Geospatial products
Environmental
User interface
development
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Data Visualisation/
Digital Reporting
Projects

Project Details
11

040/
CON/DSPA/
2012

Project Descriptions
●

●

●

Establishment of GIS database
of noise sources and
population data and
information
Integration of GIS database
with noise simulation model
to evaluate noise levels
Build up of 2D and 3D Noise
Maps using GIS platform

●

12 Development of
Noise Map for
Taipa and Cotai

●

●

●

Relevant Features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Establishment of GIS database
of noise sources and
population data and
information
Integration of GIS database
with noise simulation model
to evaluate noise levels
Build up of 2D and 3D Noise
Maps using GIS platform

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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3D
Smart city
GIS application
Web application
System integration
Information security
System infrastructure
System analysis
Geospatial products
Environmental
User interface
development
3D
Smart city
GIS application
Web application
System integration
Information security
System infrastructure
System analysis
Geospatial products
Environmental
User interface
development
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Data Capture (GIS)/
Data Management
Projects
Project Details
1

2

23

Provision of
Enhancement
Service for the
Interim
Solution of the
Tree Register
and Tree Failure
Database for the
Development
Bureau (Works
Branch)
Development
Bureau
Government
Secretariat
Provision of
Service for
Enhancement of
the Tree
Register and
Tree Failure
Database
(Revamp of Tree
Register
Website)
Development
Bureau
Government
Secretariat

Project Descriptions
●

●

To provide a desktop GIS
software with associated
service package to map the
tree records from the
complaint register, Tree
Register and Tree Failure
Database to facilitate users in
tracking the progress of
follow up action / mitigation
measures completed by the
tree management /
maintenance departments

To provide a desktop GIS
software with associated
service package to map the
tree records from the
complaint register, Tree
Register and Tree Failure
Database to facilitate users in
tracking the progress of
follow up action / mitigation
measures completed by the
tree management /
maintenance departments

Relevant Features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

GIS application
Web application
Geospatial products
Multi-disciplinary team
System integration
Information security
System infrastructure
System analysis
User interface
development

GIS application
Web application
Geospatial products
Multi-disciplinary team
System integration
Information security
System infrastructure
System analysis
User interface
development

Data Capture (GIS)/
Data Management
Projects
Project Details
3

Developing a
Mobile Noise
Monitoring
Station, a
Spatial
Database and
Web Application
to Disseminate
the Collection
Information
EPD

Project Descriptions
●

To develop a mobile noise
monitoring station for remote
collection of noise data. Key
tasks include:
◆
Design of a recommended
noise monitoring station
comprising a self-sustained
mobile noise monitoring
station, with digital video /
image capturing function,
weather station and Global
Positioning System (GPS),
and control centre located
in the office of the
Assessment and Noise
Group (ANG) of the
Environmental Protection
Department (EPD)
◆
Develop a web application
to disseminate collected
information via Intranet to
other computer terminals

Relevant Features
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Smart city
GIS application
Web application
System integration
Information security
System infrastructure
System analysis
Geospatial products
Environmental
User interface
development
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Data Capture (GIS)/
Data Management
Projects
Project Details
4

25

Provision of
Service for
Enhancement of
the Tree
Register and
Tree Failure
Database
(Revamp of Tree
Register
Website)
Development
Bureau
Government
Secretariat

Project Descriptions

●

To provide a desktop GIS
software with associated
service package to map the
tree records from the
complaint register, Tree
Register and Tree Failure
Database to facilitate users in
tracking the progress of
follow up action / mitigation
measures completed by the
tree management /
maintenance departments

Relevant Features

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

GIS application
Web application
Geospatial products
Multi-disciplinary team
System integration
Information security
System infrastructure
System analysis
User interface
development
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Industry Standard
Projects
Project Details
1

27

Provision of
Service for
Developing a
Database and
Establishing
Website to
Demonstrate
Good Practices
on Mitigating
Construction
Noise
EPD

Project Descriptions
●

●

To develop a system to
present the good practices on
mitigating construction noise
through government website.
Key tasks include:
◆
Liaison with relevant
stakeholder including
professional bodies,
universities, consultant,
government and private
sector to collect and study
the latest practices and
technologies on
construction noise
mitigation.
◆
Design and implement a
sophisticated system to
present the collect practices
and technologies to the
public through internet in
the way of easy
understanding by using
interactive interface, video
and animations.

Relevant Features
●

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Multi-disciplinary
team
Web application
System integration
Information security
System infrastructure
System analysis
Environmental
User interface
development

Industry Standard
Projects
Project Details
2

3

Provision of
Service for
Reviewing the
Latest Practice
in
Environmental
Evaluation and
Strategic
Environmental
Assessment on
Transportation
Policies and
Actions
EPD
Provision of
Service for
Reviewing the
Latest
Development in
Evaluation Tools
and
Methodologies
for Policy
Appraisal and
Strategic
Environmental
Assessment
EPD

Project Descriptions
●

To review the latest practice
on environmental evaluation
and Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) on
transportation policies and
actions for over 20 countries
and organisations.

Relevant Features
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

●

To review the latest practice
on evaluation tools and
methodologies for policy
appraisals and for the
Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) process for
over 20 countries and
organisations.

●
●
●
●
●

●

System integration
Information security
System infrastructure
System analysis
User interface
development
Environmental
Transportation

System integration
Information security
System infrastructure
System analysis
User interface
development
Environmental

28

Industry Standard
Projects
Project Details
4
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Provision of
Service for
Reviewing the
International
Water
Resources
Management
Policies and
Actions and the
Latest Practice
in their
Environmental
Evaluation and
Strategic
Environmental
Assessment
EPD

Project Descriptions
●

To review the latest practice
on environmental evaluation
and Strategic Environmental
Assessment (SEA) on water
resources management
policies and actions for over
20 countries development cooperations.

Relevant Features
●
●
●
●
●

●

System integration
Information security
System infrastructure
System analysis
User interface
development
Environmental
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Hong Kong and Macau

31

Hong Kong and Macau
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Hong Kong and Macau
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Hong Kong and Macau
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Hong Kong and Macau
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Hong Kong and Macau
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Hong Kong and Macau
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Contact Us
ANewR Consulting Limited
Unit 517 Tower A Regent Centre,
63 Wo Yi Hop Road, HK
Phone: (852)2618-2836
Email: web@anewr.com
Web: anewr.com

